
BUILT FOR
#FAMILIES
With kids. With dogs. With friends. Or as a couple with lots of room for luggage:  
the MAXIA 595 KML is as multifaceted as life itself. The multifunctional children’s bed 
area can be used more than nine different ways – from an area for sleeping and playing  
to a practical storage space or a spot for four-legged friends.

NEW CHILDREN’S BED LAYOUT



 

595 KML
32 MAXIA 595 KML

SIMPLE, FLEXIBLE, 
MULTIFUNCTIONAL
The MAXIA 595 KML offers berths for a maximum of  
7 people. The multifunctional children’s bed area has 
room for up to three beds. Two bunk beds can quickly 
and easily be mounted in the rear area. When the lower 
bed is not being used, it turns into a small seating area 
with its cushions. A curtain that attaches to the upper 
bed frame with hook-and-loop tape transforms the 
playroom into a cosy fort.

Large family bed

Children’s bed as a seating area

Bed extension, optional

Play curtain, optional

Middle bunk bed, optional

Multifunctional back panel

Comfortable central seating area with lounge cushions

Shelf with storage boxes for  
toys at the foot of the bed

Extra-wide side kitchen  
with pull-out drawer



EQUIPMENT  
HIGHLIGHTS

Perfectly coordinated colour schemes and lavish furnishings 
are just part of the “HobbyKomplett” ALL-INCLUSIVE package. 
Comfort and premium equipment come as standard in the 
MAXIA 595 KML:

  Unique children’s bed concept in the rear with more than 
nine possible variations

  Large children’s beds with a width of more than 73 cm, a 
length of 2 m and a load-bearing capacity of 100 kg per bed

  Huge family bed in the front possible thanks to the optional 
bed extension for the single beds

  Scandinavian design with natural materials and surfaces 
with a durable felt-effect finish

 Heating system TRUMA Combi 6
   Refrigerator DOMETIC with 133 litres including a 12-litre 

freezer compartment and a double-hinged door
...  and much more.

Length: 7.976 mm

Width: 2.500 mm

Gross vehicle weight: 1.800 kg

FLEXIBLE REAR  
SECTION

A multifunctional marvel: converting the beds into  
different layouts in the rear is easy and takes mere minutes.

Generous storage space

1 bed, top  
+ luggage guard

2 beds, top and middle 
+ baggage guard 

(middle bed optional)

1 bed, bottom

1 bed, top + set with 
play fort and craft table 

(set optional)

2 beds, top and middle  
+ storage space / dog bed 

(middle bed optional)

2 beds, top and bottom 
(standard version)

1 bed, top  
+ seating area

3 beds (middle bed 
optional)

Order now! Available starting in summer 2023.  
For more information, visit:  
hobby-caravan.de/en


